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Lock In
In 2013, with the world on the brink of an all-out war, a group of
powerful psychics send a plea for help to the stars and receive an
answer

Intervention
On a planet being exploited for its resources, the discovery of a
possibly-sentient native species creates consternation and conflict.

The Pigman
Devoted to the Bishopry Militant and to his crew, ship captain Ean
Tephe is given a secret mission to a hidden land.
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Glow
New York Times Best Seller USA Today Best Seller io9's New SciFi and Fantasy Books You Need to Put On Your Radar This Fall
Kirkus' SF/F Books to Watch Out for in 2018 Popular Mechanics
Best Books of 2018 (So Far) Goodreads' Most Anticipated Fantasy
and Science Fiction Books The Consuming Fire—the New York
Times and USA Today bestselling sequel to the 2018 Hugo Award
Best Novel finalist and 2018 Locus Award-winning The Collapsing
Empire—an epic space-opera novel in the bestselling
Interdependency series, from the Hugo Award-winning and New
York Times bestselling author John Scalzi The
Interdependency—humanity’s interstellar empire—is on the verge of
collapse. The extra-dimensional conduit that makes travel between
the stars possible is disappearing, leaving entire systems and human
civilizations stranded. Emperox Grayland II of the Interdependency
is ready to take desperate measures to help ensure the survival of
billions. But arrayed before her are those who believe the collapse
of the Flow is a myth—or at the very least an opportunity to an
ascension to power. While Grayland prepares for disaster, others are
prepare for a civil war. A war that will take place in the halls of
power, the markets of business and the altars of worship as much as
it will between spaceships and battlefields. The Emperox and her
allies are smart and resourceful, as are her enemies. Nothing about
this will be easy and all of humanity will be caught in its consuming
fire. The Interdependency Series 1. The Collapsing Empire 2. The
Consuming Fire At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Ghost Brigades
"As much as Scalzi has the scientific creativity of a Michael
Crichton, he also has the procedural chops of a Stephen J. Canell to
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craft a whodunit with buddy-cop charm and suspects aplenty—most
of them in someone else's body." —USA Today John Scalzi returns
with Head On, the standalone follow-up to the New York Times
bestselling and critically acclaimed Lock In. Chilling near-future SF
with the thrills of a gritty cop procedural, Head On brings Scalzi's
trademark snappy dialogue and technological speculation to the
future world of sports. Hilketa is a frenetic and violent pastime
where players attack each other with swords and hammers. The
main goal of the game: obtain your opponent’s head and carry it
through the goalposts. With flesh and bone bodies, a sport like this
would be impossible. But all the players are “threeps,” robot-like
bodies controlled by people with Haden’s Syndrome, so anything
goes. No one gets hurt, but the brutality is real and the crowds love
it. Until a star athlete drops dead on the playing field. Is it an
accident or murder? FBI Agents and Haden-related crime
investigators, Chris Shane and Leslie Vann, are called in to uncover
the truth—and in doing so travel to the darker side of the fastgrowing sport of Hilketa, where fortunes are made or lost, and
where players and owners do whatever it takes to win, on and off
the field. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Old Man's War
The Last Emperox is the thrilling conclusion to the award-winning,
New York Times and USA Today bestselling Interdependency
series, an epic space opera adventure from Hugo Award-winning
author John Scalzi. The collapse of The Flow, the interstellar
pathway between the planets of the Interdependency, has
accelerated. Entire star systems—and billions of people—are
becoming cut off from the rest of human civilization. This collapse
was foretold through scientific prediction . . . and yet, even as the
evidence is obvious and insurmountable, many still try to
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rationalize, delay and profit from, these final days of one of the
greatest empires humanity has ever known. Emperox Grayland II
has finally wrested control of her empire from those who oppose
her and who deny the reality of this collapse. But “control” is a
slippery thing, and even as Grayland strives to save as many of her
people form impoverished isolation, the forces opposing her rule
will make a final, desperate push to topple her from her throne and
power, by any means necessary. Grayland and her thinning list of
allies must use every tool at their disposal to save themselves, and
all of humanity. And yet it may not be enough. Will Grayland
become the savior of her civilization . . . or the last emperox to wear
the crown? The Interdependency Series 1. The Collapsing Empire
2. The Consuming Fire 3. The Last Emperox At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Gilded Cage
After discovering proof that intelligent life existed on Mars millions
of years earlier, scientists Jamie Waterman and Carter Carleton
struggle to protect Mars funding in the face of ultra-conservatives
who fear that the discovery will compromise their religious beliefs.

The End of All Things
Old Man's War author John Scalzi's sendup of the heroic fantasy
genre, now a finalist for the Hugo Award for Best Short Story. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The God Engines
Hot Hollywood agent Thomas Stein advocates on behalf of the
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peace-seeking Yherajk race, but finds his considerable negotiating
talents challenged by his efforts to win humanity's trust in the ugly,
bad-smelling aliens.

The End of All Things Part 3
This discounted ebundle includes: Old Man's War, The Ghost
Brigades, The Last Colony, Zoe’s Tale, The Human Division, The
End of All Things New York Times bestselling author John Scalzi
takes you on an epic romp of galactic conquest and exploration,
with some laughs along the way. "Gripping and surpassingly
original." —Cory Doctorow Earth itself is a backwater. The bulk of
humanity's resources are in the hands of the Colonial Defense
Force, which shields the home planet from too much knowledge of
the situation. What's known to everybody is that when you reach
retirement age, you can join the CDF. They don't want young
people; they want people who carry the knowledge and skills of
decades of living. You'll be taken off Earth and never allowed to
return. You'll serve your time at the front. And if you survive, you'll
be given a generous homestead stake of your own, on one of our
hard-won colony planets. Old Man’s War — John Perry did two
things on his 75th birthday. First he visited his wife's grave. Then he
joined the army, with only the vaguest idea what to expect. Because
the actual fight is far more difficult than he can imagine—and what
he will become is far stranger. The Ghost Brigades — At first, Jared
is a perfect soldier, but as another man's memories slowly surface,
Jared begins to intuit the reasons for their betrayal. Time is running
out: The alliance is preparing its offensive, and some of them plan
worse things than humanity's mere military defeat. The Last Colony
— Retired from his fighting days, John Perry and his wife, Jane, are
pulled back into the political arena, and into the thick of interstellar
politics, betrayal, and war. Zoe’s Tale — Zoe Boutin Perry: A
colonist stranded on a deadly pioneer world. Holy icon to a race of
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aliens. A player (and a pawn) in an interstellar chess match to save
humanity, or to see it fall. Witness to history. Friend. Daughter.
Human. Seventeen years old. The Human Division — The CU's
secrets are known to all. Other alien races have come on the scene
and formed a new alliance—an alliance against the Colonial Union.
And they've invited the people of Earth to join them. For a shaken
and betrayed Earth, the choice isn't obvious or easy. The End of All
Things — CDF Lieutenant Harry Wilson and the Colonial Union
diplomats he works with race against the clock to discover who is
behind attacks on the Union and on alien races, to seek peace with a
suspicious, angry Earth, and keep humanity's union intactor else
risk oblivion, and extinction—and the end of all things. Old Man's
War Series #1 Old Man’s War #2 The Ghost Brigades #3 The Last
Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human Division #6 The End of All
Things Short fiction: “After the Coup” Other Tor Books The
Android’s Dream Agent to the Stars Your Hate Mail Will Be
Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts Lock In At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

The Consuming Fire
Hugo-award winning author, John Scalzi returns to his best-selling
Old Man's War universe with The End of All Things, the direct
sequel to 2013's The Human Division Humans expanded into
spaceonly to find a universe populated with multiple alien species
bent on their destruction. Thus was the Colonial Union formed, to
help protect us from a hostile universe. The Colonial Union used the
Earth and its excess population for colonists and soldiers. It was a
good arrangementfor the Colonial Union. Then the Earth said: no
more. Now the Colonial Union is living on borrowed time-a couple
of decades at most, before the ranks of the Colonial Defense Forces
are depleted and the struggling human colonies are vulnerable to the
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alien species who have been waiting for the first sign of weakness,
to drive humanity to ruin. And there's another problem: A group,
lurking in the darkness of space, playing human and alien against
each other-and against their own kind -for their own unknown
reasons. In this collapsing universe, CDF Lieutenant Harry Wilson
and the Colonial Union diplomats he works with race against the
clock to discover who is behind attacks on the Union and on alien
races, to seek peace with a suspicious, angry Earth, and keep
humanity's union intactor else risk oblivion, and extinction-and the
end of all things. Old Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s War #2 The
Ghost Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human
Division #6 The End of All Things Short fiction: “After the Coup”
Other Tor Books The Android’s Dream Agent to the Stars Your
Hate Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts Lock In The
Collapsing Empire At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Agent to the Stars
A tale set in the world of his debut novel, OLD MAN'S WAR.
Published as a signed limited edition chapbook.

Korean War
From New York Times bestseller and Hugo Award-winner John
Scalzi, an extraordinary retelling of the SF classic Little Fuzzy
ZaraCorp holds the right to extract unlimited resources from the
verdant planet Zarathustra—as long as the planet is certifiably free of
native sentients. So when an outback prospector discovers a species
of small, appealing bipeds who might well turn out to be intelligent,
language-using beings, it's a race to stop the corporation from
"eliminating the problem," which is to say, eliminating the
Fuzzies—wide-eyed and ridiculously cute small, and furry—who are
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as much people as we are. Other Tor Books The Android’s Dream
Agent to the Stars Your Hate Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation
Redshirts 1. Lock In 2. Head On The Interdepency Sequence 1. The
Collapsing Empire 2. The Consuming Fire Old Man's War Series 1.
Old Man’s War 2. The Ghost Brigades 3. The Last Colony 4. Zoe’s
Tale 5. The Human Division 6. The End of All Things At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Diamond Mask
One of the best-selling young adult books of all time, written by
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Paul Zindel. John Conlan is
nicknamed “The Bathroom Bomber” after setting off firecrackers in
the boys’ bathroom 23 times without ever getting caught. John and
his best friend, Lorraine, can never please their parents, and school
is a chore. To pass the time, they play pranks on unsuspecting
people and it's during one of these pranks that they meet the
“Pigman.” In spite of themselves, John and Lorraine soon get
caught up in Mr. Pignati’s zest for life. In fact, they become so
involved that they begin to destroy the only corner of the world that
has ever mattered to them. Can they stop before it’s too late?'

Zoe's Tale
Marianne Pinhoe, a young witch discovering her powers, stumbles
upon a mysterious egg in her grandmother's attic, which leads her
on a magical adventure, along with her fellow enchanter Cat.

Shadow War of the Night Dragons, Book One: The
Dead City: Prologue
THE UNITY OF THE HUMAN RACE IS AT STAKE Lieutenant
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Harry Wilson has an impossible mission. He must help preserve the
union of humanity's colonies, in the wake of a terrible revelation.
For years the Colonial Union has protected its citizens from the
dangerous universe around them. But the people of Earth now know
the ugly truth. The Union deliberately kept Earth as an ignorant
backwater - and as a source of recruits for its war against hostile
aliens. Now, other alien races have formed a new alliance against
the Union. And they've invited the incensed people of Earth to join
them. Managing the Colonial Union's survival will take all the
political cunning and finesse its diplomats can muster. And Harry
and his team will be deployed to deal with the unexpected - for
failure is unthinkable. PRAISE FOR THE OLD MAN'S WAR
SERIES "Clever dialogue, fast-paced story and strong characters."
The Times "Great fun" Daily Telegraph

The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl: Squirrel Meets World
Retired from his fighting days, John Perry is now village
ombudsman for a human colony on distant Huckleberry. With his
wife, former Special Forces warrior Jane Sagan, he farms several
acres, adjudicates local disputes, and enjoys watching his adopted
daughter grow up. That is, until his and Jane's past reaches out to
bring them back into the game--as leaders of a new human colony,
to be peopled by settlers from all the major human worlds, for a
deep political purpose that will put Perry and Sagan back in the
thick of interstellar politics, betrayal, and war. Old Man's War
Series #1 Old Man’s War #2 The Ghost Brigades #3 The Last
Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human Division #6 The End of All
Things Short fiction: “After the Coup” Other Tor Books The
Android’s Dream Agent to the Stars Your Hate Mail Will Be
Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts Lock In The Collapsing Empire
(forthcoming) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Mars Life
A best-selling follow-up to Pearl Harbor finds Admiral Yamamoto
struggling with the discovery that his government failed to formally
declare war on America prior to the Pearl Harbor attack and
Admiral Halsey preparing for a decisive counter-strike. Reprint.

The Android's Dream
The Ghost Brigades are the Special Forces of the Colonial Defense
Forces, elite troops created from the DNA of the dead and turned
into the perfect soldiers for the CDF's toughest operations. They're
young, they're fast and strong, and they're totally without normal
human qualms. The universe is a dangerous place for humanity—and
it's about to become far more dangerous. Three races that humans
have clashed with before have allied to halt our expansion into
space. Their linchpin: the turncoat military scientist Charles Boutin,
who knows the CDF's biggest military secrets. To prevail, the CDF
must find out why Boutin did what he did. Jared Dirac is the only
human who can provide answers -- a superhuman hybrid, created
from Boutin's DNA, Jared's brain should be able to access Boutin's
electronic memories. But when the memory transplant appears to
fail, Jared is given to the Ghost Brigades. At first, Jared is a perfect
soldier, but as Boutin's memories slowly surface, Jared begins to
intuit the reason's for Boutin's betrayal. As Jared desperately hunts
for his "father," he must also come to grips with his own choices.
Time is running out: The alliance is preparing its offensive, and
some of them plan worse things than humanity's mere military
defeat Old Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s War #2 The Ghost
Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human
Division #6 The End of All Things Short fiction: “After the Coup”
Other Tor Books The Android’s Dream Agent to the Stars Your
Hate Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts Lock In The
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Collapsing Empire (forthcoming) At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Head On
The eighth episode of The Human Division, John Scalzi's new
thirteen-episode novel in the world of his bestselling Old Man's
War. Beginning on January 15, 2013, a new episode of The Human
Division will appear in e-book form every Tuesday. The Colonial
Defense Forces usually protect humanity from alien attack, but now
the stability of the Colonial Union has been threatened, and
Lieutenant Heather Lee and her squad are called to squash a
rebellion on a colony world. It seems simple enough—but there's a
second act to the rebellion that finds Lee captive, alone, and armed
with only her brains to survive. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Questions for a Soldier
Can Long Endure is the third of four thrilling instalments of John
Scalzi's The End of All Things. The full novel is also available to
buy. Our fate is in their hands . . . The Colonial Union's Defence
Force was formed to save humanity when aggressive alien species
targeted our worlds. Now Lieutenant Harry Wilson has an urgent
new mission, as a hostile universe becomes ever more dangerous.
He must investigate a sinister group, which lurks in the darkness of
space playing different factions against one another. They'll target
both humans and aliens, and their motives are unfathomable. The
Defence Force itself is weakening as its soldiers fall - without
recruits to replace them. Relations with Earth have broken down
and it will send no more troops, even as human colonies become
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increasingly vulnerable to alien attack. Lieutenant Wilson and
Colonial Union diplomats must race to keep the peace, seek
reconciliation with an enraged Earth, and maintain humanity's unity
at all costs. If they don't, it will mean oblivion, extinction and the
end of all things.

Metatropolis
The 21st century was drawing to a close, and metapsychic
humankind was poised at last to achieve Unity -- to be admitted into
the group mind of the already unified alien races of the Galactic
Milieu. But a growing corps of rebels was plotting to keep the
people of Earth forever separate in the name of human
individuality. And the rebels had a secret supporter: Fury, the insane
metapsychic creatrue that would stop at nothing to claim humanity
for itself. Fury's greatest enemy was the mutant genius Jack the
Bodiless, whose power it craved. But Jack would never be a tool for
Fury . . . And so it turned to Dorothea Macdonald, a young woman
who had spent a lifetime hiding her towering mindpowers from the
best mind readers of the Milieu. But she could not hide them from
Fury -- or from Jack. Time and again she rejected their advances,
unwilling to be drawn into the maelstrom of galactic politics or
megalomaniacal dreams. And in the end, no one -- not Jack, not
Fury, not even the Galactic Milieu -- would be a match for the
awesome powers of the girl who would come to be called Diamond
Mask . . .

Old Man's War Series
It was the first war we could not win. At no other time since World
War II have two superpowers met in battle. Now Max Hastings,
preeminent military historian takes us back to the bloody bitter
struggle to restore South Korean independence after the Communist
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invasion of June 1950. Using personal accounts from interviews
with more than 200 vets—including the Chinese—Hastings follows
real officers and soldiers through the battles. He brilliantly captures
the Cold War crisis at home—the strategies and politics of Truman,
Acheson, Marshall, MacArthur, Ridgway, and Bradley—and shows
what we should have learned in the war that was the prelude to
Vietnam.

The Human Division #1: The B-Team
Five original tales set in a shared urban future—from some of the
hottest young writers in modern SF A strange man comes to an even
stranger encampmenta bouncer becomes the linchpin of an
unexpected urban movementa courier on the run has to decide who
to trust in a dangerous citya slacker in a "zero-footprint" town gets a
most unusual new joband a weapons investigator uses his skills to
discover a metropolis hidden right in front of his eyes. Welcome to
the future of cities. Welcome to Metatropolis. More than an
anthology, Metatropolis is the brainchild of five of science fiction's
hottest writers—Elizabeth Bear, Tobias Buckell, Jay Lake, Karl
Schroeder, and project editor John Scalzi—-who combined their
talents to build a new urban future, and then wrote their own stories
in this collectively-constructed world. The results are individual
glimpses of a shared vision, and a reading experience unlike any
you've had before. Old Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s War #2
The Ghost Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The
Human Division #6 The End of All Things Short fiction: “After the
Coup” Other Tor Books The Android’s Dream Agent to the Stars
Your Hate Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts Lock In
The Collapsing Empire (forthcoming) At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
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Vanity Fair's Hollywood
*2018 LOCUS AWARD WINNER OF BEST SCIENCE FICTION
NOVEL* *2018 HUGO AWARD FINALIST FOR BEST
NOVEL* “John Scalzi is the most entertaining, accessible writer
working in SF today.” —Joe Hill, author of The Fireman The first
novel of a new space-opera sequence set in an all-new universe by
the Hugo Award-winning, New York Times-bestselling author of
Redshirts and Old Man's War Our universe is ruled by physics.
Faster than light travel is impossible—until the discovery of The
Flow, an extradimensional field available at certain points in spacetime, which can take us to other planets around other stars. Riding
The Flow, humanity spreads to innumerable other worlds. Earth is
forgotten. A new empire arises, the Interdependency, based on the
doctrine that no one human outpost can survive without the others.
It’s a hedge against interstellar war—and, for the empire’s rulers, a
system of control. The Flow is eternal—but it’s not static. Just as a
river changes course, The Flow changes as well. In rare cases, entire
worlds have been cut off from the rest of humanity. When it’s
discovered that the entire Flow is moving, possibly separating all
human worlds from one another forever, three individuals—a
scientist, a starship captain, and the emperox of the
Interdependency—must race against time to discover what, if
anything, can be salvaged from an interstellar empire on the brink
of collapse. "Fans of Game of Thrones and Dune will enjoy this
bawdy, brutal, and brilliant political adventure" —Booklist on The
Collapsing Empire "Political plotting, plenty of snark, puzzlesolving, and a healthy dose of actionScalzi continues to be almost
insufferably good at his brand of fun but think-y sci-fi adventure."
—Kirkus Reviews on The Collapsing Empire “Scalzi is one of the
slickest writers that SF has ever produced.” —The Wall Street
Journal on The Human Division The Interdependency Series 1. The
Collapsing Empire 2. The Consuming Fire At the Publisher's
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request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

The Last Emperox
Part of the first generation to be conceived in deep space, fifteenyear-old Waverly is expected to marry young and have children to
populate a new planet, but a violent betrayal by the dogmatic leader
of their sister ship could have devastating consequences.

The Human Division #2: Walk the Plank
One day, not long from now, it becomes almost impossible to
murder anyone - 999 times out of a thousand, anyone who is
intentionally killed comes back. How? We don't know. But it
changes everything: war, crime, daily life. Tony Valdez is a
Dispatcher - a licensed, bonded professional whose job is to
humanely dispatch those whose circumstances put them in death's
crosshairs, so they can have a second chance to avoid the reaper.
But when a fellow Dispatcher and former friend is apparently
kidnapped, Tony learns that there are some things that are worse
than death, and that some people are ready to do almost anything to
avenge what they see as a wrong. It's a race against time for Valdez
to find his friend before it's too latebefore not even a Dispatcher can
save him.

Little Fuzzy
The second episode of The Human Division, John Scalzi's new
thirteen-episode novel in the world of his bestselling Old Man's
War. Beginning on January 15, 2013, a new episode of The Human
Division will appear in e-book form every Tuesday. Wildcat
colonies are illegal, unauthorized and secret—so when an injured
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stranger shows up at the wildcat colony New Seattle, the colony
leaders are understandably suspicious of who he is and what he
represents. His story of how he's come to their colony is shocking,
surprising, and might have bigger consequences than anyone could
have expected. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Days of Infamy
WHO RUNS THE WORLD? SQUIRRELS! Fourteen-year-old
Doreen Green moved from sunny California to the suburbs of New
Jersey. She must start at a new school, make new friends, and
continue to hide her tail. Yep, Doreen has the powers ofa squirrel!
After failing at several attempts to find her new BFF, Doreen feels
lonely and trapped, liked a caged animal. Then one day Doreen uses
her extraordinary powers to stop a group of troublemakers from
causing mischief in the neighborhood, and her whole life changes.
Everyone at school is talking about it! Doreen contemplates
becoming a full-fledged Super Hero. And thus, Squirrel Girl is
born! She saves cats from trees, keeps the sidewalks clean, and
dissuades vandalism. All is well until a real-life Super Villain steps
out of the shadows and declares Squirrel Girl his archenemy. Can
Doreen balance being a teenager and a Super Hero? Or will she
goNUTS?

Fuzzy Nation
From New York Times bestseller and Hugo Award-winner John
Scalzi, a wild-and-woolly caper novel of interstellar diplomacy A
human diplomat creates an interstellar incident when he kills an
alien diplomat in a most . . . unusual . . . way. To avoid war, Earth's
government must find an equally unusual object: a type of sheep
("The Android's Dream"), used in the alien race's coronation
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ceremony. To find the sheep, the government turns to Harry Creek,
ex-cop, war hero and hacker extraordinare, who, with the help of a
childhood friend turned artificial intelligence, scours the earth
looking for the rare creature. But there are others with plans for the
sheep as well. Mercenaries employed by the military. Adherents of
a secret religion based on the writings of a 21st century SF author.
And alien races, eager to start a revolution on their home world and
a war on Earth. To keep our planet from being enslaved, Harry will
have to pull off a grand diplomatic coup, a gambit that will take him
from the halls of power to the lava-strewn battlefields of alien
worlds. There's only one chance to get it right, to save the life of the
sheep—and to protect the future of humanity. Other Tor Books The
Android’s Dream Agent to the Stars Your Hate Mail Will Be
Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts 1. Lock In 2. Head On The
Interdepency Sequence 1. The Collapsing Empire 2. The
Consuming Fire Old Man's War Series 1. Old Man’s War 2. The
Ghost Brigades 3. The Last Colony 4. Zoe’s Tale 5. The Human
Division 6. The End of All Things At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

The Pinhoe Egg
New York Times bestselling author John Scalzi takes readers on an
epic romp of galactic conquest and exploration in the Old Man’s
War series. This box set includes: Old Man's War, The Ghost
Brigades, and The Last Colony Earth itself is a backwater. The bulk
of humanity's resources are in the hands of the Colonial Defense
Force, which shields the home planet from too much knowledge of
the situation. What's known to everybody is that when you reach
retirement age, you can join the CDF. They don't want young
people; they want people who carry the knowledge and skills of
decades of living. Old Man’s War John Perry did two things on his
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75th birthday. First he visited his wife's grave. Then he joined the
army, with only the vaguest idea what to expect. Because the actual
fight is far more difficult than he can imagine—and what he will
become is far stranger. The Ghost Brigades At first, Jared is a
perfect soldier, but as another man's memories slowly surface, Jared
begins to intuit the reasons for their betrayal. Time is running out:
The alliance is preparing its offensive, and some of them plan worse
things than humanity's mere military defeat. The Last Colony
Retired from his fighting days, John Perry and his wife, Jane, are
pulled back into the political arena, and into the thick of interstellar
politics, betrayal, and war. Old Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s
War #2 The Ghost Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5
The Human Division #6 The End of All Things Short fiction:
“After the Coup” At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Sagan Diary
The opening episode of The Human Division, John Scalzi's new
thirteen-episode novel in the world of his bestselling Old Man's
War. Beginning on January 15, 2013, a new episode of The Human
Division will appear in e-book form every Tuesday. Colonial Union
Ambassador Ode Abumwe and her team are used to life on the
lower end of the diplomatic ladder. But when a high-profile
diplomat goes missing, Abumwe and her team are last minute
replacements on a mission critical to the Colonial Union's future. As
the team works to pull off their task, CDF Lieutenant Harry Wilson
discovers there's more to the story of the missing diplomats than
anyone expecteda secret that could spell war for humanity. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Old Man's War Boxed Set I
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Discover the history of Haden's Syndrome, the virus that created the
world of John Scalzi's inventive near-future thrillers Lock In and
Head On, in the prequel novella Unlocked. Not long from now, a
virus will sweep the globe. Most will suffer no worse than flu-like
symptoms, but an unlucky one percent will be changed forever.
Hundreds of millions become "locked in", awake, aware, but
completely unable to control their bodies. This is the story of the
doctors, scientists, engineers, politicians, and heroes who remade
the world. It is the story of the chaotic outbreak, the fight for a cure,
the changes that followed. It is an oral history, straight from the
mouths of those who survived the most dynamic period in human
history. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Collapsing Empire
Fans of John Scalzi's "Old Man" universe, prepare yourselves:
there's a long new story in that universe, told from the point of view
of one of the series' most intriguing characters. And for the first
time, fans can become part of the universe themselves.
Subterranean Press is proud to announce The Sagan Diary, a long
novelette that for the first time looks at the worlds of the Hugonominated Old Man's War and its sequel The Ghost Brigades from
the point of view of Lieutenant Jane Sagan, who in a series of diary
entries gives her views on some of the events included in the series
and sheds new light into some previously unexplored corners. If
you thought you knew Jane Sagan before, prepare to be surprised.

The Dispatcher
MAGIC RULES. WE SERVE. In a darkly fantastical debut set in
modern-day Britain, magic users control everything: wealth,
politics, power—and you. If you’re not one of the ultimate onePage 19/24
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percenters—the magical elite—you owe them ten years of service. Do
those years when you’re old, and you’ll never get through them.
Do them young, and you’ll never get over them. This is the darkly
decadent world of Gilded Cage. In its glittering milieu move the allpowerful Jardines and the everyday Hadleys. The families have
only one thing in common: Each has three children. But their
destinies entwine when one family enters the service of the other.
They will all discover whether any magic is more powerful than the
human spirit. Have a quick ten years. . . . Praise for Gilded Cage
“Beautifully characterised and compellingly plotted, Gilded Cage is
an impressive debut.”—The Guardian “Exquisitely wicked . . . a
lavishly opulent, yet brutally vivid, alternate England which subtly
questions modern beliefs . . . If ever there was a speculative fiction
book that captured the zeitgeist of an era this is it.”—SFFWorld “An
alternate modern-day England where enticing drama and social
unrest mix with aristocratic scandal and glamorous magic . . .
conjuring up the specters of Les Misérables and Downton Abbey . .
. an absorbing first installment that presages an intriguing new
fantasy series.”—Kirkus Reviews “Gilded Cage is a heart-pounding
combination of dark magic, political revolution, and forbidden
romance that had me addicted from the first page!”—Danielle L.
Jensen, USA Today bestselling author of The Malediction Trilogy
“Devious and deliciously dark with lashings of magic, mystery, and
mayhem, this juggernaut of a book will keep you hanging on by
your fingernails until the very last page.”—Taran Matharu, New
York Times bestselling author of the Summoner series “A dark and
intriguing vision of an alternate, magic-drenched Britain, Gilded
Cage kept me up long into the night.”—Aliette de Bodard, author of
The House of Shattered Wings “Brisk plotting, sympathetic
characters, and plenty of intrigue will keep readers on the edges of
their seats, eager for the next book in a very promising
series.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
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The Human Division #8: The Sound of Rebellion
How do you tell your part in the biggest tale in history? I ask
because it's what I have to do. I'm Zoe Boutin Perry: A colonist
stranded on a deadly pioneer world. Holy icon to a race of aliens. A
player (and a pawn) in a interstellar chess match to save humanity,
or to see it fall. Witness to history. Friend. Daughter. Human.
Seventeen years old. Everyone on Earth knows the tale I am part of.
But you don't know my tale: How I did what I did — how I did what
I had to do — not just to stay alive but to keep you alive, too. All of
you. I'm going to tell it to you now, the only way I know how: not
straight but true, the whole thing, to try make you feel what I felt:
the joy and terror and uncertainty, panic and wonder, despair and
hope. Everything that happened, bringing us to Earth, and Earth out
of its captivity. All through my eyes. It's a story you know. But you
don't know it all. Old Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s War #2 The
Ghost Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human
Division #6 The End of All Things Short fiction: “After the Coup”
Other Tor Books The Android’s Dream Agent to the Stars Your
Hate Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts Lock In The
Collapsing Empire (forthcoming) At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Unlocked
In a universe of harsh interstellar conflict, the practice of
interspecies diplomacy—when possible—is important. So being a
Colonial Union officer attached to an interplanetary diplomatic
mission sometimes means taking a fall. Literally. John Scalzi's Old
Man's War was one of the most popular SF debut novels of the last
decade; its sequels are The Ghost Brigades, The Last Colony,and
Zoe's Tale. Other novels include The Android's Dream and Agent to
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the Stars. His collection of material from his weblog The Whatever,
Your Hate Mail Will Be Graded, won the Hugo Award in 2009. He
won the John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer in 2006,
and was elected President of the Science Fiction Writers of America
in 2010. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Last Colony
John Perry did two things on his 75th birthday. First he visited his
wife's grave. Then he joined the army. The good news is that
humanity finally made it into interstellar space. The bad news is that
planets fit to live on are scarce-and aliens willing to fight for them
are common. The universe, it turns out, is a hostile place. So: we
fight. To defend Earth (a target for our new enemies, should we let
them get close enough) and to stake our own claim to planetary real
estate. Far from Earth, the war has gone on for decades: brutal,
bloody, unyielding. Earth itself is a backwater. The bulk of
humanity's resources are in the hands of the Colonial Defense
Force, which shields the home planet from too much knowledge of
the situation. What's known to everybody is that when you reach
retirement age, you can join the CDF. They don't want young
people; they want people who carry the knowledge and skills of
decades of living. You'll be taken off Earth and never allowed to
return. You'll serve your time at the front. And if you survive, you'll
be given a generous homestead stake of your own, on one of our
hard-won colony planets. John Perry is taking that deal. He has only
the vaguest idea what to expect. Because the actual fight, light-years
from home, is far, far harder than he can imagine-and what he will
become is far stranger. Old Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s War #2
The Ghost Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The
Human Division #6 The End of All Things Short fiction: “After the
Coup” Other Tor Books The Android’s Dream Agent to the Stars
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Your Hate Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts Lock In
The Collapsing Empire (forthcoming) At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

The Human Division: Old Man's War
When a new virus causes one percent of the population to become
completely paralyzed in body but not in mind, America pursues a
scientific initiative to develop a virtual-reality world for victims,
with unexpected consequences. By the Hugo Award-winning author
of Redshirts.

After the Coup
Here is a century’s worth of stars and moguls, parties and scandals,
power and glamour, captured through the unrivaled lens and the
inimitable prose of Vanity Fair. The definitive book of its kind,
''Vanity Fair’s Hollywood'' is a collection of classic photographs,
essays, and caricatures. This national best-seller depicts a century of
Hollywood power, glamour, myth, and mystery-directly from the
pages of Vanity Fair, from 1914 to today. On the motion-picture
front, no other publication of our age has achieved the stature of
Vanity Fair. The magazine prides itself on assigning the world’s
top photographers, writers, and illustrators to explore the brightest
stars in the Hollywood firmament.
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